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As an entity we continue to promote the various services on 

offer to potential clients. That being said, Namport and the 
Port of Antwerp-Bruges International earlier in June, signed a 
Memorandum of Agreement where the newly formed working 
relationship will see both ports deriving a number of mutual 
benefits from this venture. 

The month of June displayed the true meaning of two of our 
values namely, creativity and collaborative, as we witnessed the 
launch of Namport’s first ever Environmental Week. The SHEQ 
division came up with this great initiative, and more can be read 
on pg. 8 of this edition. 

I am eagerly looking forward to see how 
our Port will look in 3 months’ time once 
the trees planted during that week begin to 
bloom. 

In echoing the words of Nelson Henderson who said “the true 
meaning of life is to plant trees, under whose shade you do not 
expect to sit”, let us continue to look after our environment, not 
only to ensure that we have a conducive working space but to 
preserve Namport for future generations. 

I am super exited to introduce to you a new segment that is 
dedicated to advertising businesses owned by fellow colleagues. 
If you have a service or business that you do in your private 
capacity and would like to advertise it, please sent a detailed 
description of the business with your name and contact details to 
Edith Kukuri via email at e.kukuri@namport.com.na or send her a 
message on Cell: +264 812 83 3206. 

Adverts include but not limited to homes/ flats on up for rent, 
products on sale, vehicles for sale etc. Please note, for your advert 
to be included in each monthly edition, ensure it reaches Edith by 
no later than 15th of each month. 

In conclusion, a word of appreciation goes out 
to all the continued positive feedback we 
receive on our editions. Your comments and 
suggestions are what assists us to improve 
our internal publication. 

Nadine Beukes suggested that we start 
publishing the birthdays a month in 
advance to allow us to celebrate each 
other on our special days, hence 
going forth, the birthday update 
will feature the upcoming month. Jo-Ann Stevens

Editor
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The Namibian Ports Authority recently entered into an 
agreement with the Port of Antwerp Bruges (POABI) 

and Antwerp/ Flanders Port Training Center (APEC) 
collectively referred to as POABI/APEC.

The purpose of the MoU is to allow all parties involved to 
explore the potential for a broad scope of collaboration 
and to further discover and discuss the possibilities of 
(long term) cooperation.

Both parties will cooperate on various strategic issues 
and recognize the potential of hydrogen production in 
Namibia and export from Namibia, highlighted by the 
Memorandum of Understanding signed between the 
Ministry of Mines and Energy of the Republic of Namibia 
and the Federal Ministry of Energy of the Kingdom of 
Belgium, signed at Glasgow on the 3rd of November 
2021.

Namport inks a Memorandum 
of Agreement with the Port of 
Antwerp Bruges International

The agreement compels both parties to promote 
the development and improvement of port-driven 
green energy solutions, global waterborne transport 
infrastructure and enhancement of economic, 
environmental and social benefits and to be proactive 
in dealing with the impact of climate change. 

The MoU further encourages all parties to advertise 
the various services that each can offer by informing 
maritime companies of the advantages of making use 
of the respective ports, including its service quality and 
the handling of shipping lines. 

This working relationship speaks directly to the quest of 
the Namibian government in promoting the country as 

a potential producer and exporter of Green Hydrogen to 
European countries and beyond. 

In November 2021 Namport entered into a collaborative 
working relationship with the Port of Rotterdam by 
signing a MoU which would position both ports in 
becoming green hydrogen export hubs and to facilitate 
the forecasted growth and flow of the green hydrogen 
supply chain from Namibia to Rotterdam in the 
Netherlands.

The MOU between Namport and POABI/APEC shall be 
valid for a period of 5 (five) years and can thereafter be 
renewed if both ports wish to do so. 
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flowing into Walvis Bay by two notable companies; 
Maiba tree enterprises and Sikale woods. 

More companies will follow suite as the process 
of issuing timber export licenses is slow currently 
due to strict measures the Zambian government has 
instituted. 

Between 2001 and 2014, Zambia lost more than 
1 million hectares – an area roughly the size of the 
Republic of Lebanon in western Asia of three types 
of Pterocarpus trees, according to the Convention on 

International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild 
Fauna and Flora (CITES).

Before the timber ban, harvesters needed a license to 
cut trees, which specified the location, tree species 
and estimated fees to be paid to the authorities.

But because of the ever-growing international 
demand for timber, together with the high prices the 
wood fetches, most harvesters have been felling the 
forests without a license and exporting them illegally 
to Asia.

Namport stands to benefit 
as the Zambian Government 

lifts the ban on Timber 
Exports 

The wood is highly prized on the 
international market, making it one 
of the trees most heavily logged by 

illegal harvesters.

Two years ago, the Zambian government banned 
the felling and transport of a tree locally known 

as mukula - Pterocarpus chrysothrix, a relative of 
rosewood - in a bid to curb its rapid loss fueled by 
growing demand in Asia.

The wood is highly prized on the 
international market, making it one 
of the trees most heavily logged by 

illegal harvesters.

Since August 2021 there has been no timber exports 
from Zambia due to the ban that the new government 

imposed. The claim was that they need to audit the 
sector to remove illegal practices and bad actors. 

This action had a reducing impact on corridor volumes 
for the first and second quarter of 2022. However, 
with effect from May 2022 the government announced 
the lifting of the export ban on timber exports, which 
has subsequently seen an increase on the issuing of 
timber export licenses in the industry. 

This provides the Port of Walvis Bay an opportunity to 
handle in excess of 600 x 40 foot long containers of 
timber in the next six months and double the quantity 
in the next 12 months. Timber has already started 
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The Namibian Ports Authority successfully launched its first ever 

Environmental Week on 06-10 June 2022. 

The activities were in commemoration of World Oceans Day (08 

June) and World Environmental Day (05 June), an annual day 

set aside for encouraging awareness and action geared towards 

protecting the environment. 

The day was celebrated under the theme “ONLY ONE EARTH” 

which calls for collective transformative action on a global scale to 

celebrate, protect and restore our planet.  

The Environmental Week at Namport, which will be an annual event 

on our calendar, is part of the company’s sustainability drive and 

realizing its commitment to creating a sustainable organization by 

protecting, and where possible, enhancing its social, environmental, 

and economic impacts, preventing pollution, ensuring good 

governance, reducing social inequality, and driving sustainable 

economic development. 

The activities included the:

• “Beat Plastic Pollution” Competition with the aim to encourage 

employees to shift from the use of plastic bags to other forms 

of environmentally friendly bags when doing their shopping;

• Tree Planting inside the port to create green belts as part of 

Namport’s corporate sustainability drive;

• Port Clean-up campaign to ensure the creation of a conducive 

environment for the company’s port users, tourists, and vessels;

• Exhibiting at the World Oceans Day hosted by the Municipality 

of Walvis Bay (10-11 June 2022).  

Namport successfully host its 
first Environmental Week

The Chief Executive Officer of Namport, Mr Andrew Kanime 

commented that the integration of sustainability into Namport’s 

core business practices was essential to future-proof the Ports 

Authority against the rapidly changing global environment.  

As a build up towards the festivities, all staff members received 

a shopping bag to promote the discontinuing use of plastic 

shopping bags. 

The “plastic-free challenge” sought to shine the spotlight on 

the huge environmental problem plastic waste creates in our 

environment. Globally, more than 300 million tons of plastic are 

produced every year, half of which is used to create single-use 

items such as shopping bags, cups and straws and if discarded 

improperly, plastic waste can harm the environment and its 

biodiversity. 

Plastic pollution is a widespread problem affecting the marine 

environment. It threatens ocean health, the health of marine 

species, food safety and quality, human health, coastal tourism, 

and contributes greatly to climate change. 

“It is initiatives such as the Namport Environmental Week that 

allows us as Namport to contribute to the curtailing of the 

negative impacts pollution has on our global environment”, said 

Mr Kanime. 

Congratulations once more to our colleagues who walked away 

with a shopping voucher valued at N$500.00 after participating 

in the Beat Plastic Pollution Competition. 

Port of Walvis Bay 

1. Maria Tuhadeleni
2. Yvonne Mutumbulua
3. Constance Uushona

Port of Lüderitz 

1. Loide Kalomho  
2. Sem Haindongo
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Namport Social Investment Fund 
donates to the National Schools 

Debate Championships

World Ocean Day provides an opportunity for all citizens to reflect on the benefits that are derived from the ocean. 

The celebration seeks to remind and encourage the community to take actions that contribute towards a healthy ocean through conservation 

and protection. It further reminds everyone that reducing pollution in all our waterways is a year-round commitment for which all humanity 

should take full responsibility. 

Lastly, it is an opportunity to promote public dialogue and knowledge on marine sciences and maritime affairs amongst school learners, 

youth, and the public. The Namport Social Investment Fund, in celebration 

of World Oceans Day, donated N$50,000 towards the 

National Schools Debate Championships that took place in 

Swakopmund earlier in the month of June. 

The championship was hosted by the Benguela Current 

Convention (BCC) together with the Namibia Nature 

Foundation (NNF), and the Namibia School Debate Association 

(NSDA) and saw learners from all regions in Namibia debate 

on relevant topics about Namibia’s maritime resources and 

associated industries. 

The learners that participated in the debate challenge were 

competitive and each had their eye fixed on the prize at stake. 

It was the Omusati region that walked away with the first prize, 

followed by Oshikoto region in second place and Okavango 

West region taking third place. 

All winning teams (learners and 
teachers) were awarded a trophy 
and medal as well as a Samsung 

Galaxy Tab 7. 

A special category was also awarded to the best debaters, with 

two learners from Otjozondjupa and Oshikoto region emerging 

as the respective winners in this category.

The General Assembly of the United Nations passed resolution 

63/111 on 5th December 2008, officially recognizing 8th June 

as World Ocean Day. 

Namibia, being a signatory to the United Nations, recognizes 

the significance of this day and therefore joined the global 

community in celebration of World Ocean Day.  

The theme for 2022 is “Revitalization: Collective Action for the 

Ocean” which focuses on the oceans role in sustaining life 

and livelihoods. 

Additionally, the role of Namibia’s President, His Excellency, 

Dr Hage Geingob, as one of the 14 global leaders serving 

on the High-Level Panel for a Sustainable Ocean Economy, 

emphasizes the importance Namibia attaches to maintaining 

and adapting her marine economies into the future, to meet 

pressing and demanding challenges.

Governor of Erongo Region, Hon. Neville Andre awarding Governor of Erongo Region, Hon. Neville Andre awarding 
Omusati Region the title of Debate Champions!Omusati Region the title of Debate Champions!

Mrs. Haiphene with the team from Oshikoto Region Mrs. Haiphene with the team from Oshikoto Region 
that earned second placethat earned second place

Mr. Haufiku with the team from the Kavango West Region Mr. Haufiku with the team from the Kavango West Region 
as third runner upas third runner up

Mr. Kambenzera awarding Iris Shimanda as the Mr. Kambenzera awarding Iris Shimanda as the 
Best Female DebaterBest Female Debater

Mr. Kambenzera awarding January Namhila as the Mr. Kambenzera awarding January Namhila as the 
Best Male Debater Best Male Debater 
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Messages of appreciation to Namport 
from sponsorship beneficiaries

Over the years the Namibian Ports Authority and its funding arm, the Namport Social Investment Fund(NSIF), has been accorded the 

distinct honor of sponsoring and being part of worthy causes across the country. Below are some messages of appreciation from 

various benefactors of NSIF.

As communicated in the May edition, the NSIF joined other companies in aid of bringing health care services closer to the Ovahimba 
community in the Kunene region. The community received 2 (two) refurbished forty (40) foot containers. The first container is being 
used as a clinic facility including ablution/sick bay and consulting rooms to improve health care services to the community while the 
second container will serve as a house facility for a full time nurse on site. The clinic is now in full swing and now serves the Otjinunugua 
community which is made up of seven-hundred (700) Ovahimba people. 

Mr Fillipus Hedimbi NSIF Working Committee member and Mr Max Kooper NSIF Trustee, handing 
over the toners to Mr Van Rooy, Principal of Nautilus Primary School

Nautilus Primary School benefits 
from the Ports Authority

As communicated in the May edition, the NSIF joined other companies in aid of bringing health care services 

closer to the Ovahimba community in the Kunene region. The community received 2 (two) refurbished forty (40) 

foot containers. The first container is being used as a clinic facility including ablution/sick bay and consulting 

rooms to improve health care services to the community while the second container will serve as a house 

facility for a full time nurse on site. The clinic is now in full swing and now serves the Otjinunugua community 

which is made up of seven-hundred (700) Ovahimba people.
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Let us learn together
One of the objectives of this publication is not only to inform 

and entertain, but also to educate. Thus, we are excited to 
bring you a new segment which allows us all to get acquainted 
with the maritime jargon.

Ballast keel - A heavy keel fitted to vessels to lower the center 
of gravity and improve stability.

Ballast tanks - Compartments at the bottom of a ship that are 
filled with liquids for stability and to make the ship seaworthy.

Beam - The width of a ship.

Berth - A place in which a vessel is moored or secured; place 
alongside a quay where a ship loads or discharges cargo.

Berth term - Shipped under a rate that does not include the cost 
of loading or unloading.

Berth dues (or quay dues or dockage) - Charges for the use 
of a berth. Typically assessed based on the duration of a vessel’s 
stay and length overall (LOA).

Bill of lading - A document that establishes the terms of contract 
between a shipper and a transportation company. It serves as a 
document of title, a contract of carriage, and a receipt for goods.

Bond port - Port of a vessel’s initial customs entry to any 
country; also known as first port of call.

Bonded warehouse - A warehouse authorized by customs 
authorities for storage of goods on which payment of duties is 
deferred until the goods are removed.

Breakbulk - Loose, noncontainerized cargo stowed directly into 
a ship’s hold.

Broker - A person who arranges for transportation of loads for a 
percentage of the revenue from the load.

In the next edition, we will look at another list of new terms to 
ensure that we build a rich library. 

Correction and Corrective Action
Article contributed by Mr Albanus Sindano, 
Quality Coordinator

Risk assessment is one of the major components of enterprise 

risk management. A risk assessment is a systematic process 

of identifying potential risks within an organization and evaluating/

analyzing the likelihood and impact associated with the risks. It also 

involves implementing reasonable control measures to eliminate or 

reduce the identified risks.

It is important to carry out a risk assessment in order to identify and 

manage the key risks that are detrimental to Namport achieving its 

corporate objectives. It is an ongoing process that gets updated when 

necessary.

There has been some confusion amongst many people, including 

Namport employees, about the terms ‘correction’ and ‘corrective action’, 

as both terms relate to an action that is taken on a nonconformity (any 

failure to meet a requirement). It is very important that we understand 

the difference in order for us to apply and implement them correctly.

Correction is an action to eliminate the detected nonconformity. 

There may not be any need to do a root cause analysis as the 

elimination of the detected nonconformity would be sufficient. For 

example – a container that was destined to Windhoek via rail was 

wrongly delivered in Oshikango.  The “correction” was to locate the 

container and deliver it to the correct destination.  

‘Corrective action’ is an action 

that is taken to eliminate the 

root cause of the detected 

nonconformity (wrong delivery 

such as in the aforementioned 

example). It is an action that is taken to prevent the existing problem 

from recurring. This requires a root cause analysis of the problem.  

At Namport we attempt to answer the 3 to 5 Why’s i.e. Why did the 

container end up in Oshikango instead of Windhoek?  In our example, 

the root cause analysis would reveal that the carding of the units 

was wrong, Why? Because only one individual was responsible to 

card units destined to different destinations and the individual was 

overworked dealing with both imports and exports.

Colleagues, with that brief clarification, it is vital that we do both 

in order to quickly rectify the mistake and in so doing avoid a re-

occurrence of the same mistake.

Please take note that nonconformity may reoccur after doing a 

good root cause analysis and this can be either be because the 

corrective action deployed was not effective or the cause of the same 

nonconformity is different.
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As we grumble upon the fact of facing winter blizzard, it’s 

quite hard to imagine that this frigid low temperature 

could possibly bring any health benefits, but according to 

Ayurveda, winter is the season in which there is inherent 

immunity boost up. 

Cold weather leads to decreased body temperature, and the 

body undergoes thermoregulation to adjust to new climate. 

Sometimes this transition demonstrates through a number 

of winter season diseases; however, by following some easy 

precautions during the winter season with little effort you 

can have a supercharged up healthy winter. Listed below are 

health tips for the winter season.

Winter is the season to boost immune system and nurture our 

body. Eating nourished warm food, sleeping well and staying 

active are some important aspects to keep one healthy during 

winters.

1. Eating a well-balanced diet including whole grains, lean 

meats, fish, poultry, legumes, nuts and seeds, herbs and 

spices as well as plenty of fresh fruits and vegetables 

are essential to boost the immune system. We can also 

have an optimum intake of foods rich in vitamin C, as it 

helps to strengthen our immune system and to keep our 

body healthy.

2. Although it is cold and you would rather snuggle up in 

front of your TV screen, physical activity is an important 

aspect to keep one fit throughout the winter. Daily routine 

of yoga or any form of physical activity will help to keep 

you warm and boost the immune system improving 

defence against seasonal ailments like flu and colds.

3. Damaged skin is one of the perils of winter. Cold weather 

damages skin resulting in dry and itchy skin, chapped 

lips, and cracked heels. Skin care in winter must include 

10 Best Ways to moisturising, applying sun protection creams and 

increasing intake of water.

4. Ensure that you drink the required amount of water every 

day and stay hydrated. Water helps to clean our system 

and remove toxins, carries nutrients to the body cells and 

help balance body fluid.

5. A good amount of sleep helps to keep the body’s immune 

system healthy, eliminates stress hormone cortisol and 

burns calories. Sleep is a non-negotiable factor for 

maintaining good health.

6. Maintain good hygiene, wash your hands to prevent the 

spread of bacteria and germs.

7. Winter season precautions include keeping a check on 

health conditions by opting for a regular health checkup. 

As cold weather triggers health problems like asthma, 

flu, sore throat, painful joints, and increased risk of heart 

attacks as low temperature makes blood pressure to 

rise and puts more pressure on heart. Preventive health 

checkup is the best way to beat the winter diseases and to 

enjoy good health even in the chilled weather.

8. Quit Smoking- Smoking makes the individual susceptible 

towards respiratory infections in winter hence one should 

quit smoking.

9. Go outdoor and soak in the warm sun, our body requires 

Vitamin D - which is essential for maintaining health 

and immunity, Vitamin D is also required to regulate the 

mood.

10. Wear woollen clothes to keep you warm when you go out.

Now is the time to think about winter season health prevention, 

only if you want to avoid being sick and to avoid antibiotics 

and other drugs, follow above mentioned tips to have a safe 

and healthy winter.
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Six tips to communicate 
effectively through email 

2. Use professional greetings
It’s important to learn how to use professional greetings when it 

comes to email etiquette. Be careful when using casual greetings 

such as “Hey there” or “Hi everyone.” While casual, friendly 

greetings are appropriate in many types of emails, make sure 

you know what sort of audience you are addressing.

3. Always proofread before pressing send
Do not depend solely on your standard spell checker. Your email 

recipients will likely notice mistakes, and while the occasional 

typo happens to everyone, repeated mistakes and misspellings 

can look sloppy.

4. Add the email address after you have composed 
the message

Want to avoid accidentally sending an email before you have 

finished typing and proofreading the message? It is good practice 

to type out your email first, then add the email address of the 

recipient when you are ready to send the message.

5. Double-check the recipient addresses
Do your best to be accurate and pay particular attention when 

you type a name from your contacts list on the “To” line. It is 

unfortunately very easy to choose the wrong name, which can 

be embarrassing for you and the person receiving the email by 

accident. Also, make wise use of CC and BCC in email to avoid 

conversational clutter.

6. Consider your tone
Finally, just as humor may be misconstrued, your writing tone 

might be easy to misunderstand without the perspective one may 

get from hearing your voice. As a result, it’s easy to come across 

as abrupt when you are simply trying to be straightforward.

Read your email out loud prior to sending it. If it comes across 

as negative or rude to you, it will definitely be perceived that way 

by the reader. If you want positive results, remember your basic 

manners: say “please” and “thank you,” and try not to use words 

that are overly-negative or dramatic.

Yet, despite being stuck to our reply buttons, Yet, despite being stuck to our reply buttons, 
many of us still do not know how and when many of us still do not know how and when 

to use email appropriately.to use email appropriately.

The average  employee spends approximately one quarter of 

every work week sifting through the dozens of emails we all 

send and receive on a daily basis. In 2019, the number of active 

email users globally jumped to 3.9 billion. 

With our current new normal, some supply chains are broken and 

millions of people are working from home, leading to even higher 

email usage as the regular catch-ups in the office now have to 

take place digitally. 

Yet, despite being stuck to our reply buttons, 
many of us still do not know how and when 

to use email appropriately.

In fact, due to the sheer amount of emails and texts we read and 

write every day, we might be more likely to make unnecessary or 

even compliance-related mistakes—and those mistakes may have 

significant professional consequences.

1. Use a direct subject line
In many cases, people decide to open an email based purely on 

the subject line. Strong subject lines are brief, descriptive, and 

whenever possible, action-oriented. For example, “Board Meeting 

moved to Tuesday, 11/21” is a stronger subject line than “meeting 

date changed.”
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WWe wish upon you only the best of everything that life has to offer. Sending you lots of love through this birthday e wish upon you only the best of everything that life has to offer. Sending you lots of love through this birthday 

message.message.

First name Last name Personnel Area Date
Venongono Tjeriko Port Engineering & ICT 1
Russell Diergaardt Port Operations 1
Wilma Saunderson Finance 1
Sakaria Angula Port Operations 2
Ismael Waandja Port Operations 2
Onesmus Sheehama Port Operations 2
Chalwa Nyambe Governance, Risk & Legal 5
Petrus Shikomba Port Operations 5
Joel Kondjila Port Operations 5
Cecil Kamupingene Port Operations- Lüderitz 6
Viola Mupurua Finance 6
Maria Tuhadeleni Port Engineering & ICT 7
Festus Mwahi Port Operations 9
Josef Kalumbu Port Operations 11
Elia Shikongeni Port Operations 11
Jakob Orange Human Capital 11
Lazarus Shonena Port Operations 12
Abraham Hidengwa Port Operations 12
Barry Munalula Port Operations 12
Petrus Armas Port Operations 13
Ivan Naibeb Port Operations 13
Josofina Haitembu Port Operations 14
George Mandume Port Operations 14
Clifford Kubas Human Capital 15
Agnes Fortuin Finance 15

Freddy Engelbrecht Port Operations- Lüderitz 15
Johannes Iyambo Port Operations 15
William Shehama Port Operations 16
Nikodemus Ivula Port Operations 16
Toivo Amukome Port Operations 16
Junias Kuuna Port Operations- Lüderitz 16
Ernst Maendo Governance, Risk & Legal 17
Shaningua Jeremia Mutumbulua Port Operations 17
Jermaine Manuel Governance, Risk & Legal 17
Patrick Neib Port Operations 17
Gunther Angermund Port Engineering & ICT 17
Temus Nambinga Port Operations 18
Frieda Andreas Port Operations 18
Joel Nelumbu Port Operations 18
Elia Nghitutuka Port Engineering & ICT 18
Justina Evelinus Port Engineering & ICT 18
Olavi Matheus Commercial Services 18
Onesmus Mweshininga Port Operations 19
Rhone Rose Port Operations 20
Fillemon Ndjebela Port Operations 20
Charles Mbongaura Port Operations 21
Stefanus Kalongela Port Operations 21
Ulika Kulembalala Port Operations 21
Willem Kahupi Port Operations 21
Charlotte Farmer Commercial Services 22
Denzil Bouman Governance, Risk & Legal 22

Seth Ngweda Port Operations 22
Ananias Shikongo Port Operations 22
Rich Wave Shanghala Finance 22
Reinhold Nambinga Port Operations 23
Adri Diergaardt Finance 23
Martin Paulus Port Operations 24
Thaddius Simbuwa Port Operations 24
Abraham David Port Engineering & ICT 24
Nguundja Mupurua Human Capital 24
Abisai Iyambo Port Operations 25
Ismael Ambinga Port Operations 25
Gisela Gumbo Port Engineering & ICT 25
Wilhelm Johannes Port Operations 26
Josep Nashixwa Port Operations 26
Festus Ndove Port Operations 26
Jesaya Haikali Port Operations 26
Helena Amuyagele Port Operations 26
Gergard Hangula Port Operations- Lüderitz 27
Immanuel Nanyeni Port Operations- Lüderitz 27
Petrus Tjikonde Port Engineering & ICT 28
Benestus Uarukuijani Port Operations 28
Petrus Ainga Port Operations 28
Dean Maasdorp Port Operations 29
Eino Namene Port Operations 30

June Birthdays
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CColleagues, please extend warm wishes for the below colleagues, who will be celebrating their birthdays in the olleagues, please extend warm wishes for the below colleagues, who will be celebrating their birthdays in the 

month of July! May you be blessed on this special day.month of July! May you be blessed on this special day.

First name Last name Personnel Area Date
Sakeus Amweenye Port Operations 1
Petra Engelbrecht Finance 2
Hans Nukuru Port Operations 2
Juanitha Kauejao Port Engineering & ICT 3
Ignatius Garab Port Operations 4
Marvin Cornelius Port Operations 4
Michael Shilongo Governance, Risk & Legal 4
Festus Matheus Port Operations 5
Mateus Pea Port Operations - Lüderitz 5
Martin Inane Port Operations 6
Gideon Wilhelm Port Operations 7
Matatias Shinganga Port Operations 7
Apulile Apulile Port Operations 7
Shark Alcock Port Operations - Lüderitz 7
Lukas Shikonekeni Port Operations 7
Lavinia Ndatjapo Commercial Services 7
Bennitta Nekwa Finance 8
Titus Israel Port Operations 8
Munongeli Akweendah Port Operations 9
Petrus Shimwafeni Port Operations 10
Michael Anduuvundi Port Engineering & ICT 10
Sakaria Lilonga Port Operations 11
Stefanus Tobias Port Operations 11
Simon Kahuika Port Operations 11
Velson Katuna Port Operations 11
Simon Aaron Port Operations 12
Abraham Humbilemo Port Operations - Lüderitz 12
Debby Sylvester Finance 12

July Birthdays
Johannes Shatilwapo Port Operations 12
Samuel Phillemon Port Engineering & ICT 13
Alfred Rieth Office of the CEO 14
Kandenge Tshifundo Finance 14
Richard Goliath Governance, Risk & Legal 15
Simon Mwetulundila Port Operations 15
Benjamin Andima Port Operations 15
Charles Schiefer Port Operations 15
Mateus Nakambi Port Operations 15
Richard Brockerhoff Port Operations 16
Josef Chita Port Operations 16
Moses Angula Port Operations 17
Abraham Paulus Port Operations 17
Cornelia Kock Port Operations 17
Malakia Ruben Port Operations 18
Changs Maswahu Port Operations 18
Rickson Kamtukwata Port Engineering & ICT 18
Juliane Nangolo Human Capital 19
Vilho Weyulu Port Operations 19
Saltiel Namumonika Port Engineering & ICT 19
Jan Smit Port Operations 20
Simon Mpingana Port Operations 20
Toivo Nehale Port Operations 20
Stanley Beukes Governance, Risk & Legal 21
Lisa Ann Liguma Finance 22
Erastus Manase Port Operations 22
Tully Kambonde Port Engineering & ICT 22
Frans Kanyetu Port Operations 22
Jacobs Natu Jeremia Port Operations 22

Ronelle January Port Operations 23
Francis Brown Human Capital 24
Gerhardus Engelbrecht Port Operations 24
Joseph Haihambo Port Operations 24
Imanuel Hamunyela Port Operations 24
Elisia Fabian Port Operations 24
Selma Katanga Port Engineering & ICT 24
Thomas Lukas Port Operations 25
Immanuel Tuutaleni Port Operations 25
Andreas Nakathila Port Operations 25
Irwin Beukes Port Engineering & ICT 26
Jacob Ekongo Port Operations 26
Waldemar Beukes Port Operations 26
Jafet Sakaria Port Operations 27
Isaskar Dausab Port Operations 27
Franklin Engelbrecht Port Operations 27
Paulus Malakia Port Operations 27
Vilho Matheus Port Operations 28
Sonja Koen Port Engineering & ICT 28
Renate Langendorf Port Operations 28
Simon Iipinge Port Operations 28
Calvin Sanjahi Port Operations 29
Laid-Low Kasuto Port Operations 29
Richard Samuels Port Operations 30
Friednand Hishitelwa Port Operations 30
Simeon Ndeshipanda Port Operations 30
Martin Imene Port Operations 31
Evaldine Chimbuelengue Port Operations - Lüderitz 31
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